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The acclaimed national bestselling author of such smart, sexy novels as The
Preacher’s Son and Player Haters returns with a tale of three best friends who’ve
grown from boys to men together. But now that they’re each either married or
about to be, they’re coming up against some of the real tests of manhood…
James Robinson and his wife, Cathy, have had their rough patches. But seven
years into their marriage, things are better, and hotter, than ever—until the not-
so-distant past catches up with James. During a particularly rocky period, James
hooked up with a woman on his UPS route, and he wasn’t just delivering
packages. Now, three years later, the fling has come back to haunt him—with a
baby in tow. James has to decide whether to tell his wife, or keep the affair a
secret and give in to his ex-mistress’s outrageous child support demands. The
choice might not be so tough if he wasn’t falling in love—with his newfound
son.

Meanwhile, James’s best friend, Brent Williams, has got his own romantic
complications. He’s a fine brother who’s had women throwing themselves at him
all his life, but it’s taken Brent a while to find someone who wants him for the
man he is on the inside. He thinks he’s found her in his fiancée, Alison Jones.
The plus-size beauty isn’t his usual type, but more important to Brent, she’s a
born-again Christian, like him. They seem like a match made in heaven until a
sexy third party threatens to come between them—someone Brent has been
praying to resist.

Ever since he got married and moved to Seattle, Sonny Harrison has missed his
friends in New York. But that’s going to change now that James has pulled some
strings and gotten him a job at UPS. There’s just one problem—Sonny’s wife.
When Sonny tells her the good news, she promptly sends him packing. Sonny’s
heartbroken—until he reunites with his high school sweetheart, Tiffany. But his
quick devotion soon turns suffocating—and scary. Tiffany wants out, but the
harder she tries to end things, the harder Sonny hangs on. As his behavior
becomes more and more obsessive, Brent and James may be the only ones who
can intervene. But will helping Tiffany mean losing their friend forever?
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The acclaimed national bestselling author of such smart, sexy novels as The Preacher’s Son and Player
Haters returns with a tale of three best friends who’ve grown from boys to men together. But now that
they’re each either married or about to be, they’re coming up against some of the real tests of manhood…
James Robinson and his wife, Cathy, have had their rough patches. But seven years into their marriage,
things are better, and hotter, than ever—until the not-so-distant past catches up with James. During a
particularly rocky period, James hooked up with a woman on his UPS route, and he wasn’t just delivering
packages. Now, three years later, the fling has come back to haunt him—with a baby in tow. James has to
decide whether to tell his wife, or keep the affair a secret and give in to his ex-mistress’s outrageous child
support demands. The choice might not be so tough if he wasn’t falling in love—with his newfound son.

Meanwhile, James’s best friend, Brent Williams, has got his own romantic complications. He’s a fine brother
who’s had women throwing themselves at him all his life, but it’s taken Brent a while to find someone who
wants him for the man he is on the inside. He thinks he’s found her in his fiancée, Alison Jones. The plus-
size beauty isn’t his usual type, but more important to Brent, she’s a born-again Christian, like him. They
seem like a match made in heaven until a sexy third party threatens to come between them—someone Brent
has been praying to resist.

Ever since he got married and moved to Seattle, Sonny Harrison has missed his friends in New York. But
that’s going to change now that James has pulled some strings and gotten him a job at UPS. There’s just one
problem—Sonny’s wife. When Sonny tells her the good news, she promptly sends him packing. Sonny’s
heartbroken—until he reunites with his high school sweetheart, Tiffany. But his quick devotion soon turns
suffocating—and scary. Tiffany wants out, but the harder she tries to end things, the harder Sonny hangs on.
As his behavior becomes more and more obsessive, Brent and James may be the only ones who can
intervene. But will helping Tiffany mean losing their friend forever?
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Editorial Review

From Publishers Weekly
A raucous "desperate husbands" story line—co-starring crazy baby mamas, shady churchgoers and various
deranged personalities—ups the conflict quotient significantly in Weber's latest (Baby Mamma Drama, The
Preacher's Son, etc.). In signature Weber style, alternating first-person chapters follow the troubled, Catch-
22 lives of best-of-friends trio James Robinson, Brent Williams and Sonny Harrison. Within the first five
pages, James's marriage is in jeopardy when Michelle, an ex-flame (and Trent's former girlfriend from
Player Haters), reappears with a love child that she claims is his. Gorgeous Brent is a devout Christian who
marries a big woman with a big heart, but ends up in a fiery love affair with a respected church
member—one that calls more than his marriage into question. And after getting a Dear John letter from his
wife, who unexpectedly takes off with their children, Sonny reconnects with an ex-, but wife Jessica's
reasons for leaving, when they come out, may put all of his relationships in doubt. While some plot points
are contrived, major revelations and an eye-raising twist will make even seen-it-all fans gasp. And the drama
doesn't end but plants the seeds for Weber's next, The First Lady. (Jan.)
Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Review
"A fast-paced mix of scandal, jealousy, and wickedness."

A raucous 'desperate husbands' story [with] and eye-raising twist [that] will make even seen-it-all fans gasp."

"Weber spins a lively, revelation-packed tale deepened by genuine emotion, convincing detail and smart
dialogue."

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Eliseo Watkins:

Book will be written, printed, or descriptive for everything. You can understand everything you want by a
reserve. Book has a different type. As you may know that book is important issue to bring us around the
world. Adjacent to that you can your reading skill was fluently. A publication So You Call Yourself a Man
will make you to always be smarter. You can feel more confidence if you can know about every thing. But
some of you think in which open or reading a new book make you bored. It is not make you fun. Why they
may be thought like that? Have you seeking best book or appropriate book with you?

David Gehrke:

Information is provisions for those to get better life, information these days can get by anyone in everywhere.
The information can be a knowledge or any news even restricted. What people must be consider any time
those information which is inside former life are challenging to be find than now could be taking seriously
which one works to believe or which one the actual resource are convinced. If you have the unstable resource
then you have it as your main information there will be huge disadvantage for you. All of those possibilities
will not happen in you if you take So You Call Yourself a Man as your daily resource information.



James Mace:

The book untitled So You Call Yourself a Man contain a lot of information on that. The writer explains your
ex idea with easy method. The language is very straightforward all the people, so do not necessarily worry,
you can easy to read this. The book was authored by famous author. The author provides you in the new age
of literary works. You can read this book because you can read more your smart phone, or device, so you can
read the book within anywhere and anytime. In a situation you wish to purchase the e-book, you can open
their official web-site in addition to order it. Have a nice study.

Jennifer Bell:

You are able to spend your free time to see this book this book. This So You Call Yourself a Man is simple
to bring you can read it in the area, in the beach, train and soon. If you did not possess much space to bring
the actual printed book, you can buy typically the e-book. It is make you quicker to read it. You can save the
actual book in your smart phone. Therefore there are a lot of benefits that you will get when one buys this
book.
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